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Abstract 
The automotive market is subject to not only a highly competitive environment but also facing introduction 

of many new technologies spanning from pure electric propulsion systems to advanced driver assistance 

systems. All of these new technologies together with continuously increasing customer expectations give 

rise to challenges in the automotive OEM product development as they require a high rate of innovation and 

development. Additional complexity in terms of new legal regulations, such as vehicle safety, CO2 and noise 

emission reduction, which often are contradicting, needs consideration during the product development. An 

efficient and innovative product development organisation yields significant competitive advantages as 

more product can be put to the market faster for a given cost and time. 

The refinement of noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) is one the most important tasks in the premium and 

luxury automotive segments during the vehicle development process. It strongly influences the overall 

perception of the vehicle together with other attributes such as styling, digital user experience, performance 

& drivability and vehicle dynamics.  

The introduction of new technologies, such as electrification and software-controlled systems, result in 

numerous challenges with respect to NVH requiring cost and weight efficient countermeasures coupled with 

new simulation and test methods. Consideration to secondary effects caused by trade-off with other 

attributes is also critical and requires cross-attribute optimisation. Traditional target setting and down-

cascading processes through benchmarking is not ready to be applied. Simulation and test methods as well 

as engineering system solutions derived during the product development relies strongly on experiences from 

previous programs through closed loop learning. The high rate of innovation with a smaller knowledge basis 

results in higher risk of failure as many issues may not be foreseen. Therefore, it is important to execute 

advanced research projects up-front of the ordinary product development projects to address all new 

concepts and technologies. Focus on closing critical knowledge gaps early in the product development is 

required. Knowledge gaps may not only be related to the physics of the new technologies but also to 

customer preferences. Strategies like application of NVH simulator technology and systems engineering 

and synthesis early in the product development phase should support robust decision making. The need to 

derive noise and vibration characteristics for critical systems, such as interior sound pressure level or 

radiated sound power, for different use cases are examples of necessary strategies in future automotive 

development. In this paper, different application cases from development of new technologies will be 

discussed. 

1 Introduction 

Volvo Cars has made several commitments to deliver sustainable products to the market; from 2019 all 

product launches will include electric motor propulsion, marking the end of pure internal combustion engine. 

By 2025 the aim is that 50% of sales will be pure electric vehicles and one third autonomous vehicles. All 

of these commitments yield significant challenges to the product development organisation and especially 

with respect to noise and vibration as new technologies have to be developed, industrialised and launched 

into the market in a given time with quality. 
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The opportunities to industrialise products with alternative propulsion concepts with higher energy 

efficiency than the conventional combustion engine has evolved over the last years due to improved 

engineering capability supported by the development of software, simulation and optimisation techniques 

but also due to lower price and improved performance for key technologies such as batteries, power 

electronics and electrical machines. The development efforts in the automotive industry for more energy 

efficient technologies, such as electrification have increased considerably over the last year driven by a 

combination of regulations, competition, political pressure and public opinion but also by the fact that 

products can be offered to customers with attractive attribute performances such as acceleration, range and 

operating costs. Often, governmental support and subsidiaries play an important role for introduction of new 

propulsion technologies. 

Volvo Cars began its journey as many automotive OEMs towards alternatives to the conventional internal 

combustion engine as a response to the oil crisis in the mid 1970’s and initiated research within the area of 

fuel efficiency and electromobility. Then, availability of economical oil was forecasted to decrease, which 

dramatically increased fuel prices. Low fuel consumption became more important in the competition. 

Innovations were developed and some were put into the market. For electromobility prototype vehicles lead 

acid batteries and induction electric motors were used. 

The gaining awareness of the impact of the greenhouse gases on the climate in the 1990s and in the first 

decade of the 21st century resulted in more stringent regulations, especially in the European Union. EU 

Regulation No 443/2009 sets an average CO2 consumption for new passenger vehicles. This regulation 

enforced increased efforts in product development of more energy efficient technologies. Technologies like 

stop/start and hybrid electrical vehicles were put to market by many OEMs as a result of these efforts. The 

development efforts within Volvo Cars yielded in the introduction of the C30 Electric in 2009, which had a 

limited production volume and was only leased to the customer base. The V60 D6 plug-in hybrid in 2013 

paved the way for plug-in hybrids in the upcoming SPA product line. Permanent magnet electric motors, 

 

 

Figure 1: Retrospective overview of Volvo vehicles with alternative propulsion systems. 

integrated starter generator (ISG) and Li-ion batteries were key technologies that enabled attractive 

attributes. In Figure 1 a retrospective summary of main efforts by Volvo Cars in development of alternative 

and energy efficient propulsion technologies is shown. Looking back in history one can find out that 

development takes time, ideas that existed were correct but were constrained in their realisation due to 

limitations in technology, performance and knowledge [[1]]. Today, many OEMs have multiple customer 

offers in terms of alternative propulsion concepts, ranging from pure/battery electric vehicles, sometimes 

with an optional range extender, to hybrid or plugin hybrid electric vehicles. The vehicles range from 

compact light weight city cars through midsized sedans, estates and SUVs to high powered performance 
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cars. The sizing of power source including driveline, power supply and power electronics varies depending 

on requirements of projected customers and concept.  

The electric propulsion system adds new challenges in terms of noise and vibration refinement. Critical to 

consider are tonal noise components that might give rise to customer annoyance. These tonal noise 

components are speed dependent and generated by the electrical motor and transmission/reducer but also in 

the power electronics due to high voltage DC/AC conversion by means of pulse-width modulation (PWM), 

see Figure 2. Other noise sources can be prominent as the background masking noise in an electric vehicle  

 
Figure 2: Surface acceleration on e-motor housing during acceleration for a vehicle with electrical 

propulsion system. 

(EV) is low, mainly due to the absence of internal combustion engine. Examples are various auxiliary 

components such as electrical power storage, climate control (fans and pumps), electrical power 

 

 

Figure 3: Electric vehicle specific noise character. 

steering systems, electro-hydraulic brake controller or HVAC. The noise character may be speed dependent, 

fixed frequency or a mixture, see Figure 3. 

In order to be successful in the process of noise & vibration refinement it is important to apply cross-attribute 

considerations as there are many engineering challenges in developing electric vehicles. The main 

engineering challenge is to industrialise and decrease cost for batteries, power electronics and electric 

motors [1]. As the volume of electric vehicles is expected to increase, part price will drop but cost gap to 

technologies for internal combustion engine may still exist, see Figure 4. From business point of view this 

will have an impact on the contribution margin and put constraints on opportunities for attribute engineering 

as there is a relationship between consumer demographics and income to car price and volume, see Figure 

5. 
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Figure 4: Comparison overview of material cost for different propulsion technologies. 

 

Figure 5: Comparison between distribution of income and passenger car price in UK 2012 [[2]]. 

Cross attribute optimisation needs to be applied upfront during the development of electrical vehicles. One 

key attribute for electrical vehicles to be considered is their driving range. It is dependent of road load  

 

Figure 6: Driving range (solid lines) and electric consumption (dashed line) for different electric load, 500 

W (blue), 1500W (green) and 3000W (red). 
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(aerodynamics, weight, tyre roll resistance, etc.), auxiliary loads (HVAC, electric system loads) and 

propulsion system losses. In an electric vehicle the propulsion losses are much lower compared to a vehicle 

with internal combustion engine, resulting in that auxiliary losses and road load are more important to 

consider, see Figure 6. Auxiliary losses strongly influences efficiency at low speeds (urban driving) while 

road load  

 

 

Figure 7: Example of cross attribute dependencies for electrical vehicles. 

dominates the losses at highways speeds. Increasing range can be done by adding more energy storage 

modules (batteries), which significantly impacts weight of vehicle or reducing road load. Both vehicle 

weight and road load influence other attributes like safety, durability and vehicle dynamics but also NVH 

attributes like road noise and pass-by noise, see Figure 7. 

The introduction of more software controlled systems add more complexity in the vehicle development. The 

NVH abatement of auxiliary systems like controllers, fans and pumps requires attention early in the concept 

phase. Often development experience for these new systems are low and the development logic may be 

purely based on testing. The final system calibration for these systems is performed in the very final stage 

of the development due to software functional development. Unforeseen noise and vibration issues may then 

occur late in the program, which will be mitigated often with a penalty on cost and quality. Additionally, 

the systems operate in multiple modes making system identification even more complex. Therefore it is 

critical to have an understanding of a system when optimising NVH performance both with means of 

simulation and later in the hardware development to obtain repeatable test conditions. 

Further to the development challenges yielding from the introduction of new technologies, challenges during 

development logic may arise and must be considered and mitigated. NVH refinement becomes even more 

complex due to the reduction of both hardware stages and number of builds in a given hardware stage.  

The classical “V”-process depicted in Figure 8: The principle of the V-process for requirement setting, target 

cascading to component, design and integration verification. is widely used for requirement setting and 

system and component target allocation and cascading. It features the logic “design first – then test”, where 

design decisions are made early, often without sufficient knowledge [2,3,4]. High rate of innovation needed 

in the development of vehicles with alternative propulsion technologies may stretch the capability of 

processes and result in late design loopbacks. One way of mitigating late NVH quality issues is to execute 

advanced or research projects up front of the ordinary product development projects in order to address all 

new concepts and technologies. In order to further reduce the risk of failure, method and operational 

development projects have to be executed in order to address increased verification efficiency and 

capability. The created new knowledge due to “front-loading” activities results in knowledge that can be 

turned into new specifications and requirements with associated assessment methods. However, too high 

rate of innovation driven by competitiveness may constrain the time needed for proper knowledge build-up 

and also result in design complexity. Design concepts may then be selected without critical concurrent 

physical and virtual assessment resulting in unforeseen knowledge gaps that may lead to that the complete 

vehicle specifications lack important information and, even more critically, the lack of knowledge may 

down-cascade to system and component specifications.  
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Verification activities later on in the development process may then reveal deviations resulting in costly 

design loop-backs. Application of Knowledge Based Development principles like set-based design and 

systems engineering yielding in trade-off relationships by means of combination of physical and virtual 

 

 

Figure 8: The principle of the V-process for requirement setting, target cascading to component, design 

and integration verification. 

assessments between critical attributes minimises the risk of late design changes. All knowledge needs to 

be documented for use in the later product development projects. To be able to close the loop, the knowledge 

feedback during the development projects and quality issues found in running production have to be 

transferred back into the specifications, standards and methods. 

As decision making early in projects will rely on available data including engineering knowhow the 

balancing of math model fidelity and complexity versus time to result is a key to address proper simulation 

activities to get input in order to support design directions. Additional complexity is added as the frequency 

range of dominant structure borne noise for electric machine noise is significantly higher than for a 

conventional internal combustion engine.  

In this paper three different NVH development cases are discussed where method development and research 

in co-operation with academia have been applied to increase the development capability and knowledge. 

2 Targets for vehicle interior noise and allocation of component 
targets 

The whining noise from the electric motor is low in terms of sound pressure level but can still be potentially 

annoying if it cuts through masking such as road, wind and engine noise. Targets for interior noise at 

occupant position may be described by a metric for quantifying this tonal exposure rather than sound 

pressure for the fundamental harmonics of the electric drive. Different metrics such as prominence ratio 

(PR) which is standardized together with tone-to-noise ratio (TNR) in ECMA74 [6] have been evaluated. A 

comparison between those two metrics with respect to the specific electric motor noise is available in [7]. 

The level of prominence ratio and its relation to the perceived annoyance was mapped for different 

frequencies from analyses of listening tests performed on 22 non-experts (see Figure 9). The jury rated 

sound stimuli which were synthesized by adding authentic tones of varying intensity to ”tone-free” binaural 

head recorded sound files. Based on the findings from the studies targets for interior noise based on 

prominence ratio could be developed. 
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Figure 9: Annoyance rating for different frequencies/orders, constant speed driving condition. The 

ANOVAs are done for three ranges of PR-levels corresponding to low, middle and high audibility [[8]]. 

With the target for complete vehicle developed, the source and transfer path domains can be addressed. An 

independent quantity for allowed radiated noise is desired in order to allow for measurements in different 

test environments where bench tests could be performed. Sound power is standardized hence suitable to use 

as requirement towards suppliers. Due to the tonal character of the electromagnetic noise, narrowband 

smoothing filters were adopted for source and acoustic transfer functions. Research studies [8] have been 

done with respect to how the amount of discrete source positions including order of smoothing filters 

influences the mean transfer function between interior ear positions and motor and consequently the  

 

Figure 10: : Illustration of how a component requirement with respect to airborne tonal components was 

derived for the electric traction motor from combining complete vehicle requirements with estimations of 

airborne transmission properties [8]. 

robustness of the modelled interior noise. The working principles are summarized in Figure 10. The 

differences with respect to sound transmission properties between the measured vehicle and the new vehicle 

model that the target specifications were formulated for, can be estimated by means of statistical energy 

analysis (SEA) taking trim details into consideration.  

3 Methods for low frequency structure-borne sound – XC90 Twin 
Engine 

Based on the experience from different plug-in hybrid projects, ranging from Volvo V60 D6 to XC90 T8, 

high attention is needed in the early development phase on a low frequency noise due to tangential magnetic 

force excitation. This noise occurs as a fundamental torque ripple excitation order passes through the 

resonance frequencies in the suspension and is most prominent during mild acceleration at low speed when 

the vehicle is propelled by the electric drive. 
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Figure 11: Positions and numbers for subframe and electric drive unit bushings and damper top mounts 

(XC90 T8) [9]. 

This structure borne noise is transferred through the subframe bushings into the body and may be disturbing 

in city driving. Since the electric drive unit is suspended in a subframe with bushings there is a double 

isolation from the electric drive unit to body, see Figure 11, above the subframe rigid body modes but a 

higher sensitivity at these modes.  

Reducing the source strength is often the best way of dealing with a noise issue, and skewed rotor design of 

the electric motor is the first step. Full load acceleration is a typical load case to be used in vehicle system 

analysis for the electric motor torque ripple order. A finite element (FE) model can be used to calculate the 

interface forces into the body and the resulting interior noise levels. As this is a low frequency issue below 

200 Hz both the FE model and the bushing stiffness data should be reasonably accurate. In Figure 12 the 

calculated interior noise for XC90 Twin Engine is shown indicating a peak at 50 Hz. The succeeding transfer 

path analysis of the FE results showed that the main paths are the subframe bushings in vertical direction. 

At this frequency there was a force peak as well as a high vehicle body noise sensitivity. A modal analysis 

revealed a corresponding rear suspension mode with a roll motion of the subframe/electric drive unit  

 

Figure 12: TPA plot for interior noise at driver's ear, indicating subframe attachments in vertical direction 

as main transfer paths at 50 Hz peak [9]. 
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assembly, which could primarily be affected by the subframe bushing vertical stiffnesses. The effect of 

changes to the electric drive unit to the subframe bushing stiffnesses were investigated in the FE model and 

it was concluded that tuning the subframe bushings ±25% in vertical direction had a big effect on the 50 Hz 

peak. On the other hand, tuning the ERAD bushings ±25% had the expected effect above 90 Hz of 

increasing/decreasing the noise level but the 50 Hz peak was not affected and around 70 Hz the stiffer 

bushing was better, see Figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 13: Effect on interior noise at the driver's ear from modified stiffnesses of either subframe or 

electric drive unit bushings [9]. 

In the early stage these analyses must be performed using only CAE data since there is no vehicle hardware 

available, later on both force levels and transfer functions can be measured and used for further analyses. 

Then, a TPA analysis was performed to further investigate the dominant transfer paths and directions as 

well as investigating the effect of having different body transfer functions. 

4 Methods for high frequency structure borne noise - blocked force 
approach. 

Interior high frequency noise, which can be perceived as annoying, originating from the electric powertrain 

can be structure borne [8]. The development of noise abatement strategies features significant challenges as 

the problem frequency range can be well above the capability range for vehicle system models based on 

finite element technology. Other approaches needs to be developed. For requirement setting of the source 

level (electric drive unit) an independent quantification is desirable. In essence there are two independent 

test methods to select – the free velocity and the blocked force. More information about the blocked force 

method can be found in [10]. 

In the final phase of the development of the XC90 plug-in hybrid, transmission of structure borne gear whine 

originating from the reduction transmission was examined. The reduction transmission is part of the rear 

electric drive unit mounted via four rubber mounts to the subframe which in turn is isolated by four rubber 

mounts to the body, see Figure 14.  

In order to get a robust acoustic average at the interior response position ten microphones were clustered 

around the ear position see Figure 11. Two interfaces were analysed – 1) the blocked force points were 

chosen in the vicinity of the active side of each of the four electric drive unit mounts and 2) the blocked 

force points were allocated on the subframe close to each of the four bushes connecting to the body. 

In Figure 15 and Figure 16 the comparison between the measured (original) interior noise and the 

reconstructed noise as well as body side acceleration from blocked forces and coupled state transfer 
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Figure 14: Schematic top view of the suspension of the XC90 rear electric drive unit (ERAD). Indicator 

points used for determining the blocked forces are spread out over the receiver – the subframe and body 

while blocked force points were allocated to the connection are [9]. 

functions are shown for the electric drive unit and the subframe interface respectively. Here it needs to be 

emphasized that, in the process of inverting matrices consisting of test data where several DOFs are 

included, the numerical properties play a significant role in the success of the reconstruction. 

 

Figure 15: Measured (red, solid) and reconstructed response (black, dashed denotes no truncation and 

blue, dotted denotes truncated) from main gearbox order, rear seat outer ear position sound pressure level 

(left) and car body lateral acceleration (right),  electric drive unit interface [9]. 

 

Figure 16: Measured (red, solid) and reconstructed response (black, dashed denotes no truncation and 

blue, dotted denotes truncated) from main gearbox order, rear seat outer ear position sound pressure level 

(left) and car body lateral acceleration (right), subframe interface [9]. 
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The sound pressure from the TPA synthesis considering the electric drive unit only as source is 

overestimated, see Figure 15. However, the synthesized body acceleration aligns well with the measured 

data indicating that the estimated forces are accurate. As seen in Figure 16 the reconstructed sound pressure 

from the subframe interface aligns better with the measured data, especially in the case where truncation of 

the FRF matrix was applied. 

5 Conclusions 

This paper covers aspects of the methodology related to the NVH development of electric, hybrid or pure 

battery electric vehicles. Specifically, the need of up-front cross functional systems engineering should be 

applied in order to gain sufficient knowledge to direct design solutions. Development examples of low 

frequency torque ripple, gear whine and airborne noise from motor orders have been discussed.  

The contributions from electric motors, inverters and transmission reducers need to be targeted and analysed 

with respect to the vehicle integration through synthesis models covering both measured and FE-modelled 

data as with any other noise-emitting sources in vehicles. There are several specific noise phenomena that 

need to be taken into account during pure electric drive.  

Starting from the complete vehicle level, tonal components in the high frequency domain do not contribute 

to any positive perception and should be suppressed. Prominence ratio was used as a metric to set the interior 

noise requirements. Depending on the amount of tonal components, frequency separation and occurring 

frequencies, other metrics may be used such as TNR, tonality, loudness and sharpness [11,12]. Nevertheless, 

component targets for tolerable radiated sound power can be derived from complete vehicle requirements 

in combination with estimates of the acoustic transfer functions between source and response positions.  

For structure borne noise, application of the principles of blocked forces are practically beneficial for both 

TPA and prediction. In this paper, a TPA based upon blocked forces concerning gear whine from the reducer 

in the frequency range 500-1400 Hz was performed. Robust data acquisition of the noise transfer functions 

for this double-isolated system was perhaps the most crucial.  
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